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Monolayers at the air-water interface: Maxwell displacement current and optical second-harmonic
generation studies and theoretical treatment
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The structural properties and the surface pressurep-A isothermal diagram have been investigated during

compression of the 4-n-pentyl-48-cyanobiphenyl~5CB! monolayer film on the water surface, both experimen-
tally, using both the Maxwell displacement current~MDC! and optical second-harmonic generation~SHG!
techniques, and theoretically, in the framework of the molecular model, assuming that the randomly tilted polar
5CB molecules on the water surface are replaced by the collective tilted array of unit vectors. The average
angle is evaluated based on the both MDC and SHG techniques. The reasonable agreement between the
calculated and experimental values ofp(A) was obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of predicting physical properties of mon
layer films based upon information on molecular shape
intermolecular interactions remains one of the most fun
mental problems in Langmuir monolayers physics@1–3#. For
the physicist, monolayers of surfactants at the air-water
terface provide an interesting two-dimensional~2D! system
with very rich phase behavior@3#. Typically, as a film is
compressed, it passes from a gas phase to a more cond
liquid phase, and then, sometimes, into a solid phase be
finally becoming a monolayer film. The existence of tran
tions between the different phases is most commonly de
mined from surface pressure (p) - area~A! isotherm mea-
surements@1,2,4#. Molecules in liquid crystal~LC! phases of
Langmuir films either align normal to the air-water interfa
or they can tilt relative to the interface, thereby defining
array of a unit vectorsui in the plane of the film@3#. Taking
into account the state of the monolayer composed of,
example, rodlike polar molecules, characterized by a se
distribution functions depending on the heads molecules
sitions on the water surface and the hydrophobic ‘‘tail’’ o
entations of the polar molecules relative to the interface,
can introduce, at least, two sets of the parameters; positi
and orientational order parameters@5#. Textures of the LC
films are produced by the average molecular orientation
5^ui&, called the director, and the fluctuation of the molec
lar orientationui with respect ton is expressed by the orde
parameters~OPs! P̄L5^PL@cos(n•ui)#&, where ^•••& de-
notes the statistical average,PL are the Legendre polynomi
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als of rankL. Monolayers at the air-water interface exhibit
number of features during compression of the films. For

ample, the OPP̄15^ cos(n•ui)& plays a significant role in
description of the 2D LC monolayers@6# because of the
structural symmetry breaking at the interface, whereas
parameter is not so essential for describing the thr
dimensional systems@7#. Since the LC molecules that form
the Langmuir films posses strong polar group, the dipo
interactions among molecules can influence electro-opt
properties of the 2D system. Recently, different techniqu
Maxwell displacement current~MDC! @6# and optical
second-harmonic generation~SHG! @8#, have been usefully
suggested to observe the dipole mechanism in the org
monolayers withC` symmetry. The MDC and SHG signal
allows us to determine the nonnormalized OPsS1(A) and
S3(A), and the surface pressurep-A isothermal diagram,
during compression of the cyanobiphenyl film. In particul
the MDC and SHG investigations of the 4-n-pentyl-48-
cyanobiphenyl~5CB! monolayers on the air-water interfac
during monolayer compression have been reported@9#, and
therefore a large data set is available for comparison w
results from the theoretical routes. The theoretical treatm
of the structural and thermodynamical properties of flexi
amphiphilic molecules at the air-water interface is not
easy task@3#. This often requires a certain number of simp
fying assumptions which may only be justified by compa
son between the model predictions and experiments.
there is an additional avenue which would allow us to furth
examine the validity of our models; it is to carry out a the
retical treatment of the coupling between macroscopic fi
properties and molecular structure, and is then followed
comparisons of, for example, surface pressurep-A isotherm
diagram with the experimental data. This implies that the
of the non-normalized OPs can be obtained from MDC a
SHG measurements in monolayer film on the water a
function of the areaA. Using these results for calculations,
the framework of the proposed model, the orientational d
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tribution function, average tilt angle, and entropy contrib
tion to the Helmholtz free energy of the realistic mesoge
molecules, such as 5CB at the air-water interface, can
studied in the quasi two-dimensional system.

The outline of this article is as follows. A brief descriptio
of the MDC and SHG studies of molecular order and diel
tric polarization of organic monolayers at the air-water int
face is given in Sec. II. The molecular model of tilting Lan
muir monolayer and numerical calculations for normaliz
P̄i(A) ( i 51, 3!, tilt angle ū(A), p-A isotherm are given in
Sec. III, for a monolayer film on the water surface. Conc
sions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. MAXWELL DISPLACEMENT CURRENT AND
OPTICAL SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION

MEASUREMENTS

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the MDC m
surement coupled with the SHG one, where the electrode
suspended in the air parallel to the water surface, and
electrode 2 is immersed in the water. In our experimen
setup, the rectangular-shapeLangmuir trough (60 mm
3150 mm in length and width, 10 mm in depth! composed
of polytetrafluoroethyleneis used, and it is filled with the
pure water~electrical resistivity.17 MV cm). The elec-
trode 1 is a transparent glass slide coated with indium
oxide, placed in the air parallel to the water surface a
distance of 1 mm. Electrode 2 is a gold wire~1 mm and 500
mm! and immersed in the water. These two electrodes 1
2 are connected to each other through an electrometer~Kei-
thley 617!. Assuming that the monolayers of 5CB on th
water surface are prepared from a chloroform solution by
following compression of the film, the surface pressure d
gram p-A, during the MDC measurements, can be det
mined by aWilhelmyplate. The charge induced on the ele
trode 1, due to spontaneous polarizationPz , normal to the
water surface, is given by formula@6,9#

Q52mz N S1~A!/Z2Cfs , ~1!

and proportional to the OPS1(A). Here,N is the number of
molecules under the electrode 1,mz is the projection of the
molecular dipole moment on the normal to the water surfa
C is the capacitance between the electrode 1 and the w
surface,Z is the distance between the electrode 1 and

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for MDC and SHG measurement
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water surface, andfs is the water surface potential. Th
induced charge on the electrode 1 changes in accord
with the changing of both the orientational motion of mo
ecules on the water surface and the surface density of m
ecules. Taking into account that the contributions due
changes of surface potentialfs is negligibly small, it can
safely be disregarded@6#. It is important to stress that th
polar 5CB molecules, before compression, lies, due to
electrostaticCoulombinteractions between the cyanobiph
nyl and water molecules, on the water surface. As a resul
the low density areaA, i.e., in the region of immeasurabl
low surface pressure, the OPS1(A) to be equal to zero.
Therefore, in the absence of the external field, the
S1(A)5(Z/mzN)Q of the monolayer can be determined ov
the entire range of molecular areaA, by measuring the
chargeQ5*0

t i (t)dt, obtained from the MDC signal. Her
the chargeQ just corresponds to the difference in the induc
charge on the electrode 1, at the molecular areaA50, at t
50, andA5A1, at t5t.

On the other hand, the optical second-harmonic~SH! light
is generated by laser irradiation, due to the quantum inte
tion between electrons in molecules and the external elec
field @8#. If no account is taken of the local field correctio
factors such asLorentz factor, the SH intensity in the direc-
tion eout depends on the termeout•PN , whereeout is a unit
vector defined parallel to the SHG direction, andPN is the
nonlinear polarization of monolayers induced by laser ir
diation. In the case of 5CB monolayers, where the seco
order susceptibility is dominated by a single compon
along the molecular main axis, the SH intensityI 2v gener-
ated from a monolayer withC`n symmetry is given by@10#

I 2v}@K1S1~A!1K2S3~A!#2I v
2 . ~2!

Here,I v is the intensity of incident laser light, andK1 and
K2 are functions of geometrical parameters of the opti
arrangement, e.g., incident angle, output angle, polar
angle, etc. Now, in the case ofK150 or K250, one can
formally determine the magnitude of the non-normaliz
OPsS1(A) and S3(A), respectively. It should be noted ou
that the similar expression given by Eq.~2! can be obtained,
even when the local correction factors such asLorentzfactor
is taken into consideration.

Briefly, the experimental setup consists of a Langm
trough equipped with a two-electrode arrangement for
MDC measurement and the optical arrangement for the S
measurement. It is aQ-switched Nd:YAG~yttrium aluminum
garnet! laser ~Big Sky Laser Technologies, Inc., maximum
power 50 mJ, wavelength 0.532mm, pulse duration<7 ns,
fundamental pulse rate<15 Hz). Using this laser, mono
layer is irradiated at an intensity of about 6 mJ with a pu
rate of 2 Hz. The laser spot size is about 56 mm2. At the
same time, both reflected and transmitted SH signals fr
floating monolayers can be detected using Eq.~2!, and OPs
S1(A) andS3(A) can be determined.

It should be pointed out that the present both MDC a
SHG methods are unable to measure the second OPS2(A) of
the flexible amphiphilic molecules at the air-water interfac
and determination of theS2(A) still constitute a formidable
5-2
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task, where optical ellipsometric method@11# can be em-
ployed. In the following, we restricted ourselves only a
counting for the first two OPs;S1(A) and S3(A), respec-
tively. On the other hand, this limitation is counterbalanc
by the specific property of monolayers arising from the sy
metry breaking.

Figure 2 shows the non-normalized OPsS1(A) and
S3(A), and the surface pressure-molecular areap-A iso-
therm of 5CB monolayers, determined by using both MD
and SHG techniques@9#. It should be noted that the O
S1(A), determined from MDC signals~not shown here!,

FIG. 2. Measured non-normalized OPsS1 and S3 and surface
pressurep(A) versus molecular area of a 5CB monolayer at
air-water interface.

FIG. 3. Molecular model of monolayer composed of the tilt
rodlike molecules:~a! view from the side,~b! view from the top.
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slightly different from the OP obtained using the SHG s
nals. The difference is not surprising because these meas
ments were done for different observation areas; MDC
45 cm2, whereas SHG for 56 mm2, respectively. However
main conclusion given in Secs. III and IV does not depe
on this difference. In the following section, the OPsS1(A)
andS3(A) determined by using the SHG technique, and
structural properties and the surface pressurep-A isothermal
diagram is discussed in the framework of the molecu
model, assuming that the randomly tilted polar 5CB m
ecules on the water surface are replaced by the collec
tilted array of a unit vectors.

III. STATISTICAL-MECHANICAL MODEL
FOR DESCRIPTION OF THE TILTED MONOLAYER

ON THE WATER SURFACE

Let us consider a model of tilted rodlike molecules wi
the heads group at the air-water interface, as shown in
3~a!. Furthermore, each molecule is supposed to be
rounded by six neighbors in a hexagonal lattice@see Fig.
3~b!#. We restrict ourselves to a model of axially symmet
rods, applicable to the case of molecules freely rotat
about their long axes and arbitrary tilted relative to the int
face. The orientational order of the mesogenic molecules
the water surface is traditionally quantified in terms of OP
however, the most complete description of the order is p
vided by the orientational distribution function. Having o
tained the set of non-normalized OPsS1(A) and S3(A) of
the flexible amphiphilic molecules at the air-water interfac
derived from the MDC and SHG measurements~see also
Fig. 2!, one can calculate the normalized equilibrium orie
tational distribution functionf (cosui) of the molecules on
the water surface as

f ~cosu i !5
1

4p (
L50

`
2L11

2
P̄LPL~cosu i !, ~3!

whereu i is the polar angle of the unit vectorui along the
molecular symmetry axis, andPL(cosui) denote Legendre
polynomials of any rank. The normalized OPs

P̄i5

E
21

11

pi~x! f ~x!dx

E
21

11

f ~x!dx

, ~4!

where the functionf (x) as in Eq. ~3!, but with the non-
normalized OPs,i 51,3, and

pi~x!5H x, i 51

1
2 ~5x323x!, i 53,

are shown in Fig. 4~a!, the average angle ū

5*0
pui f(cosui)sinuidui , dū/dA as a function of the molecu

lar areaA, are shown in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!, respectively. The
5-3
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Helmholtz free energy of the system ofN molecules occupy-
ing a volumeV at the temperatureT is given by the expres
sion

F5F tot2TS, ~5!

where the entropy of the system can be written as

2S52sN5kBN^ ln f ~cosu i !&5kBNE
21

11

f ~x!lnf ~x!dx,

~6!

andF tot is the total interaction energy of axially symmetr
polar molecules at the air-water interface. When the He
holtz free energy of the system is known, it is possible
calculate the surface pressure diagramp52@]F(A)/]A#.
Figure 5 shows the orientational entropy per 5CB molec
s5S/N as function of the molecular areaA. For calculation
of the total interaction energyF tot of the system compose
of axially symmetric molecules, the hydrophilic heads
which are uniformly distributed on the water surface and
hydrophilic tails are directed away from the water surfa
we use the molecular model of collective tilted rodlike po
molecules hinged by their ends to a water surface and s
rated by a certain distance each other. In the wide regio
the molecular area, the MDC signals allows us to determ
the dipole momentD1(A) of the 5CB molecule at the air

FIG. 4. ~a! Normalized OPsP̄1(A) ~upper curve! and P̄3(A)
~lower curve! versus molecular area A of a 5CB monolayer at t

air-water interface.~b! Plot of the average angleū(A) during com-

pression of the film.~c! Same as~b!, for ]ū(A)/]A.
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water interface. We found from MDC measurement that w
decreasing of the molecular area that dipole moment
creases from zero, at the molecular area 0.6 nm2<A
<0.9 nm2, up to 0.5 D per molecule, at the molecular ar
0.2 nm2<A<0.6 nm2. Physically, this means that the initia
dipole moment of the 5CB molecule (D;5 D) is the fully
compensated, due to interactions with the water molecu
at the molecular area 0.6 nm2<A<0.9 nm2, and that com-
pensation is decrease up to 0.5 D per 5CB molecule, w
decreasing of the molecular area.@9# That experimental ob-
servation allows us to consider the model of axially symm
ric molecular rods, the hydrophilic heads of which are u
formly distributed on the water surface and the hydropho
tails are directed away from the water surface and tilted
the average angleū(A) with respect to the unit vectork
directed perpendicular to the interface.

Consider the interaction energy of two tilted rodlike pol
molecules of lengthL and diameterR, R!L, hinged by their
ends to a water surface and separated by a distanced̄ each
other. The hinged ends will be referred to as the ‘‘heads’’
the molecules and the free ends as ‘‘tails.’’ The interact
between the rods consists of short-range repulsion, van
Waals attraction and dipole-dipole interactions with s
neighbors in a hexagonal lattice and with one water m
ecule, modeled by hard core of radiusd1. The repulsive part
of the potential is represented by a square-well steric re
sionF rp taken to be infinitely large if the rods penetrate ea
other and zero otherwise. The tilted thin dielectric rods
described by two unit vectors, the vectorui along the mo-
lecular symmetry axis and the vectorui j connecting the mo-
lecular heads, as shown in Fig. 6. The distance between
is equal d̄5dA12(ui•ui j )

2 and the overlapping lengthl
5L22duui•ui j u, whered is the distance between two para
lel rods. The van der Waals attraction per unit length of t
tilted rods can be written as

FIG. 5. The orientational entropys(A) dependence of the mo
lecular areaA of a 5CB monolayer at the air-water interface, calc
lated using Eq.~18!, at T5300 K.
5-4
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Fat~ i j !52
e0l

d̄m
52

e0L

dm

12j21uui•ui j u

@12~ui•uij !
2#m/2

, ~7!

wheree0 is the energy parameter,j5L/d, andm55. The
dipolar interactions between LC molecules is defined by

Fdd~ i j !5
D1

2

d̄3
~ui•uj23ui•ui j uj•ui j !, ~8!

whereD1;0.5 D is the magnitude of the molecular dipo
moment corresponding to the tail of the 5CB molecule. T
dipolar interaction between the hydrophilic head of the 5
and the water molecules is defined as

Fdw5
D̄2

d1
3

cosū, ~9!

whereD̄5AdD2, d;1.4D is the dipole moment of the wate
molecule,d1;0.096@nm# @12#, andD25D2D1. Consider
now the interaction of a rodlike molecules with its s
neighbors in the hexagonal lattice and with one wa
molecule. The unit vectorsui and ui j take the
form; ui5uk5(sinū cosgk ,sinū singk ,cosū) and ui j

5u1k5(cosḡk ,sinḡk ,0), respectively. Heregk5g1pk/3,
ḡk5pk/3, k51, . . . ,6, and thesmallest azimuthal angle
g is chosen to be2p/6<g<p/6 ~see Fig. 6!. Summation of
the van der Waals attraction energy over the six neighb
gives us

(
k51

6

Fat~1,k!52
e0L

d̄m (
k51

6
12j21uu1•uku

@12~u1•uk!2#m/2

52
eatj

A(m21)/2
@12j sinūF~ ū,g!#, ~10!

FIG. 6. Array of the rodlike molecules and molecular arrang
ment.
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d5A3

2
A,eat56S 2

3D (m21)/2

e0 ,

F~ ū,g!5sinūS 2

g1~ ū,g!
1

1

g2~ ū,g!
D ,

g1~ ū,g!5h1~ ū,g!m/25@42sin2ū~cosg1A3sing!2#m/2,

g2~ ū,g!5h2~ ū,g!m/25~42sin2ū cos2g!m/2.

Summation of the dipole-dipole energy over six neighb
LC molecules gives us

(
k51

6

Fdd~1,k!5
D1

2

d3 (
k51

6

~u1•uk23u1•u1kuk•u1k!

56D1
2S 2

3D 3/2 1

A3/2
. ~11!

The total interaction energy per 5CB molecule on the wa
surface is

F tot /N5F rp2
eatj

A(m21)/2
@12j sinūF~ ū,g!#16~D1

21D2
2!

3S 2

3D 3/2 1

A3/2
1

D̄2

d1
3

cosū. ~12!

It should be noted out that the water surface electric fi
E0, originating from water surface charge densitys will
penetrate the LC film and an additional contribution to t
Helmholtz free energy should be accounted for by adding
term2*Ps•EdA, wherePs is the surface polarization. In th
simplest case of the electric fieldE5E0k, where E0

5s/e0ē is the surface electric field of the charged wa
surface,e0 is the dielectric permittivity of free space,ē
5(e i12e')/3 is the average dielectric permittivity,e i and
e' are the dielectric constants parallel and perpendicula
the directioinn, respectively. So, in our case, the surfa
polarization takes the form

Ps5NnsD~sinū i1cosūk!, ~13!

wherens51/A is the film surface charge density,i is a unit
vector perpendicular tok, and the surface polarization en
ergy per unit area can be obtained by integrating the lin
term 2Ps•E. The additional contribution to the Helmholt
free energy now can be written as

2E Ps•EdA52
sD

e0ē
E cosū~A!

A
dA, ~14!

and the final expression for the Helmholtz free energy
molecule is given by

-

5-5
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F/N5F rp2
eatj

A(m21)/2
@12j sinūF~ ū,g!#16~D1

21D2
2!

3S 2

3D 3/2 1

A3/2
1

D̄2

d1
3

cosū1kBTE
21

11

f ~x!lnf ~x!dx

1
sD

e0ē
E cosū~A!

A
dA. ~15!

The general expression for the surface pressurep5
2]F(A)/]A can be written as

p5p11p21p3 , ~16!

wherep1 , p2, andp3 are contributions to the surface pre
sure due to the total interaction energyp152(1/N)
3@]F tot(A)/]A#, or

p15eatj
m21

2

1

A(m11)/2
@jsinūF~ ū,g!21#

2A24
D1

21D2
2

A5/2
2

j2eat

A(m21)/2
@cosūF~ ū,g!

1sinūH~ ū,g!#
]ū

]A
1D̄2

2 sinū

d1
3

]ū~A!

]A
, ~17!

due to the orientational entropy

p25T
]s

]A
, ~18!

and due to the surface polarization energy

p35
sD1

e0ē

cosū

A
, ~19!

respectively. Here,

H~ ū,g!5cosūS 2

g1~ ū,g!
1

1

g2~ ū,g!
D

1
m

2
sinū sin 2ūS 2t~g!

h1
(m/2)11~ ū,g!

1
cos2g

h2
(m/2)11~ ū,g!

D ,

andt(g)5(cosg1A3sing)2. Both the first and second term
in the Eq. ~17! gives a negative contributions to the tot
surface pressurep, due to the van der Waals and dipol
interactions, whereas the Eq.~18! gives a positive contribu-
tion to p, due to the orientational entropy~see also Fig. 5!.
The third and fourth terms in Eq.~17! are approximately
equals@see Fig. 4~c!# to zero. It should be pointed out tha
both contributionsp1 andp2 are;mN/m. In order to esti-
06160
mate the surface polarization contributionp3 to the surface
pressurep, one needs the datas, D1 , ū(A), e i , ande' . In
the following, we use the calculated data for the avera
angle ū(A) @see Fig. 4~b!#, and the dipole momentD1(A)
<0.5 D per 5CB molecule on the water surface, which h
measured using the MDC technique. The values ofē are
determined using the temperature dependent coefficiente i
ande' for 5CB obtained in Ref.@13#. So, for the monolayer
film of 5CB molecules on the water surface with the char
density, for example,s51023 C/m2 at T5300 K, one ob-
tains p3;mN/m, whereasp11p2;mN/m, respectively. It
should be pointed out thats5qnw , where q51.602
310219 C is the proton charge, andnw is the water surface
charge density.nw can be estimated as;1.631016 m22,
which agrees with experimental values;101521016 m22

@12#. It is clear that the surface polarization contribution
the surface pressure can safely be disregarded at reaso
water surface charge density. In order to test the ability of
presented model, we carried out the calculation of thep-A
diagram atT5300 K, for number of values of the energ
parametereat /D1

2. The value of the azimuthal angleg has
chosen to be 0. Figure 7 shows the surface pressurp
5p11p2 dependence on the molecular areaA, for eat /D1

2

values: 1.0, 0.9, and 0.8, for curves 1, 2 and 3, respectiv
It is important to stress that the inclusion of the orien

tional entropy mechanism, with a positive contribution to t
surface pressure, lead to the reasonable agreement bet
calculated values and experimental results.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the orientational ordering a
the surface pressurep-A isotherm in the liquid crystal mono
layer of 4-n-pentyl-48-cyanobiphenyl at the air-water inter
face. The set of non-normalized order parametersSi(A) ( i
51, 3! , and the surface pressurep-A diagram are obtained
both by the Maxwell displacement current and optical s
ond harmonic generation methods. The equilibrium orien
tional distribution functionf (cosui), the set of normalized
OPsP̄1(A) andP̄3(A), and the orientational entropys(A) of

FIG. 7. p-A isotherm of the 5CB monolayer at the air-wat
interface, calculated using Eqs.~16!–~19!, at three different values
of the parametereat /D1

2 ~from top to bottom!: 1.0 ~curve 1!, 0.9
~curve 2!, 0.8 ~curve 3!, respectively. The last curve~solid line! is
obtained due to MDC technique.
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that system are also investigated. We are aware, of cou
the fact that the inclusion of the second OP is an import
step toward the most general expression for the orientati
distribution function. But at the present moment, the de
mination of theP̄2(A) is still a formidable task. The surfac
pressurep(A) is studied by combining the molecular mod
and the MDC technique. The molecular model implies t
the randomly tilted two-dimensional array of the polar 5C
molecules at the air-water interface are replaced by the
lective tilted, with the average polar angleū(A), rodlike po-
lar molecules hinged by their ends to a water surface
separated by a certain distance from each other. That m
is based on the van-der Waals and dipole-dipole interact
among LC neighbors and dipolar interaction between the
drophilic head of the 5CB and water molecules. The van
Waals attraction is proportional to the contact area of t
d,

E

c

06160
se,
t
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r-

t

l-

d
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ns
y-
r

o

tilted polar molecules and gives the negative contribution
the surface pressurep, whereas the orientational entrop
contribution to thep is positive. A balance between the d
polar, van der Waals and orientational entropy contributio
is reflected in the growth of the surface pressure dur
monolayer compression. The relatively simple molecu
model in combination with the experimental data obtain
with high accuracy can provide a powerful tool for inves
gations both the structural and thermodynamics propertie
real monolayer systems.
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